Central Salt & Marine Chemicals Research Institute, Bhavnagar (Council of Scientific & Industrial Research)

Advertisement No. 2/2001

Scientist-C [Group-IV(2)] – 2 Posts
(1 Post – Physical Chemistry, 1 Post – Material Science)

Pay scale : Rs 10,000–325–15,200
Minimum qualification and Experience : First class Masters Degree (with not less than 65% marks) with 4 years experience/Ph.D. with 1 year experience.
Age limit : 35 years

Application forms containing full details of eligibility and job description can be had from the Controller of Administration, Central Salt & Marine Chemicals Research Institute, Gijubhai Badheka Marg, Bhavnagar 364 002 (Guj.) by sending a self-addressed envelope with a postage stamp worth Rs 8/- for each post latest by 31 October 2001. The last date for receipt of applications completed in all respect is 9 November 2001.

Sponsored Research and Industrial Consultancy
IIT, Kharagpur 721 302

Advt No. IIT/SRIC/R/DCC/64/2001

Applications are invited from highly motivated candidates for the positions of Senior Research Fellow – 1 post in a temporary project entitled Development of a computer code for study of aerosol transport in the primary heat transport system of a nuclear power reactor (DCC) sponsored by DAE, BRNS, Mumbai, undertaken in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of this Institute.

Qualification : Senior Research Fellow: B.E./B.Tech. in Mechanical Engineering with two years experience. Desirable experience in Numerical Methods and knowledge of Fortran or C. Monthly consolidated fellowship is Rs 5600/-. 

Interested eligible persons may apply on plain paper giving complete biodata along with attested copies of testimonials on or before 12 November 2001 to the Principal Administrative Officer (Projects), SRIC, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur 721 302.

Principal Administrative Officer (Projects)